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Kesineni travels came into existence in the year 1992 by Srinivas Kesineni. The company is said to
be the largest provider of intercity bus provider between the states of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka,
Maharashtra and Tamil Nadu. Kesineni travels online have come up as icon company offering safe,
enjoyable and affordable luxury travel to the people on their trip.  Kesineni travels are very
renowned for its regularity, on time performance and economical prices among the passengers. The
company is backed up by cutting edge technology, well trained man power and infrastructure to
ensure the highest standards of operating efficiency. Be it the management, the fleet, the ground
staff or the bus crew focus on performance and customer satisfaction. They very well understand
that customers are the reason why they are into business hence they value their customers and
offer them comfortable services. The drivers of Kesineni online are well trained to make the journey
safe and comfortable. Bangalore Hyderabad Volvo bus service is the most commonly opted bus
service of Kesineni travels. You can also book online tickets right from the comforts of the home. So
next time if you are planning for a road trip than opt for Kesineni travels and give them an
opportunity to cater to your needs.

Delhi connects to most of cities of northern India in a very convenient manner. It offers various
trains, flights and bus services to the travllers. Bus is considered as common manâ€™s transport and
most of the people ply from one city to another via bus service. Delhi Dharamshala buses have
come up as boon for the travllers as it has made commuting between these two cities very
comfortable and economical. These Volvo bus are very comfortable with reclining seats, powerful
air conditioning, proper leg room, LCD television for entertainment, personal audio control, reading
lights etc for their trip.  There are many operators working between these two destinations having
large fleet of well maintained luxury coaches for the convenience of the travllers. Booking tickets are
no more a cumbersome process and takes no time in booking of tickets. They even have their own
offices where their hospitable staff is there to help you out with your travel needs.

So this time if you are planning to travel away from your city then give Delhi Dharamshala buses an
opportunity to cater you with its buses so that you have a perfect journey to the destination.
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Mike Fisher - About Author:
Mike Fisher wrote this article on behalf of a Kesineni Travels and a  Bangalore Hyderabad Volvo
Bus Service. Here also you can get more information about a Delhi Dharamshala Buses.
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